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Summer Newsletter 2016 

 

Dear Parents, 

After three immensely enjoyable and successful years at 

Liverpool Life Sciences UTC, I am writing to inform you 

that I have made the very difficult decision to accept a 

new position as a Principal at a school in Birmingham, 

much closer to my family home. 

When I started at the UTC, I’m not sure any of us could 

quite have imagined the opportunities that this school 

would offer to our students. So far, students have 

worked on industry standard projects, completed 

professional and academic qualification, participated in 

work placements, secured top university and higher 

apprenticeship places, and even jobs with our business 

partners. Our students, like the UTC, have grown beyond 

recognition. They have a bright future in a sector 

essential for our economy, both locally and nationally. 

Like our students, I have learnt an incredible amount in 

my time here and am so grateful for the life changing 

opportunity being part of the UTC has offered me.  

After just three years, the school is very well thought of 

in the community and beyond. We have secured a Good 

Ofsted and are now working hard to achieve our goal of 

Outstanding. Our academic results are improving each 

year and our students repeatedly demonstrate their 

exceptional behaviour, consideration, positive attitude 

and determination both in and out of school. We have, 

with your support, offered extensive, exciting, life 

changing opportunities to our students. We have 

created a model of successful school and business 

engagement. The level of employer engagement here is 

like no other school in the UK 

and for this we are both grateful 

and proud. 

I am delighted to be able to 

leave the UTC in the very 

capable hands of our Vice 

Principal, Ian Parry who will step 

up to the role of Principal from 

September. Many of you will 

have already met Mr Parry, but 

he will no doubt spend time in 

the Autumn Term getting to know you more. 

Finally, and most significantly, I would like to take this 

opportunity to thank you for your continuous support, 

commitment and passion throughout my time here. It 

has been a privilege to have been the first Principal of 

the Life Sciences UTC and to have had the opportunity 

to launch this school with you. 

I wish you all the best for the future and will be keeping 

a very proud eye on the future successes of the school 

and its students. 

Yours sincerely, 

  

 

 

Phil Lloyd, Principal 

Life Sciences UTC says farewell to Year 11  
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We said goodbye to our Year 11 students as they 

finished their final exams. After an entertaining leaver’s 

assembly, students and staff gathered one last time for 

photos and the obligatory shirt signing. We spoke to a 

number of students about their time at the UTC:  

“It’s different, but I loved it. The UTC has changed me 

into a person I didn’t think I could be.”  

“The UTC is a school like no other, you can be yourself 

and you experience new things every day.” 

 “The UTC provides the education anyone can hope for. 

You get to meet extraordinary people, who are with you 

for life.” 

 

…And then celebrated at Year 11 Prom  

 

Students and staff had a great evening celebrating the 

successes and highlights of their time at the UTC at their 

prom at the Isla Gladstone in Stanley Park. 

We wish all our students the best of luck in the future.  

 

Year 13 take the next step in their career 

We have also said goodbye to our Year 13 as they get 

ready to take the next step in their career.  

Our Year 13 are going on to a range of different careers 

including employment, apprenticeships and university 

courses.  

It has been 

a pleasure 

teaching 

and working 

with you all 

and the 

Liverpool 

Life Sciences UTC wishes you all the best in your future!  
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Monica Tomlinson The Echo School Support Staff of the 

Year Winner 

We are delighted 

to announce that 

Monica 

Tomlinson, our 

Director of 

Inclusion has won 

the School 

Support Staff of 

the Year Award at 

the Echo Schools 

Awards! 

Ms Tomlinson, leads on safeguarding for Liverpool Life 

Sciences UTC. Ms Tomlinson has successfully achieved 

four consecutive Outstanding gradings from Ofsted for 

the work she delivers on Behaviour and Welfare. 

Well done, we are extremely proud of you!  

 St Patrick’s Primary  

Earlier this term we were visited by Year 4 students from 

St Patrick’s Primary school. The students spent the 

afternoon working in our innovation labs, completing a 

range of experiments.  

 

The students really enjoyed their time and are excited to 

come back and visit again soon! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturday Maths and Science clubs for 11-14 year olds 

 

Students aged 11-14 from around the city region were 

set the challenge of creating their own chocolate bar 

with less than 400 calories, 15g of fat and 0.1g salt at 

our Saturday Maths and Science Clubs. 

 

All students impressed 

teachers with their 

creations. Students 

showcased their work to 

their parents at the last 

club of the year.  

 

Well done to all students 

who have taken part this 

year and we look forward to 

continuing the sessions next 

year. 

 

Duke of Edinburgh Expedition  

 

Students took part in their Bronze expedition in 

Waddington and Clitheroe this term. The students 

walked a total of 25km with their expedition kits on their 

backs. Luckily the weather was great and students got to 

see some of Lancashire’s 

most pleasant 

countryside, including 

passing (sometimes a bit 

too closely) to sheep and 

cows. All students then 

spent a very chilly night 

in their tents and cooked 

food on their stoves.  

 

Mr Foulkes, DofE Manager said, "The weekend was a 

real challenge for our students. It was the first time 

some had stayed away from home, slept in a tent, read a 

map and carried their accommodation on their backs. 

Everyone worked well together, including cross school 

teams, and hopefully enjoyed the campfire and 

marshmallows" 
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UTC student Adam Waggot gains Unilever Degree 

Apprenticeship!   

 

Adam Waggot joined us in September 2014 to study A 

Levels in Chemistry, Physics and Psychology at the Life 

Sciences UTC after leaving his school in Crosby. 

During his time at the UTC he undertook a work 

placement at Unilever Research and Development in 

Port Sunlight. Adam’s placement inspired his idea for his 

Extended Project Qualification. Adam decided to 

research whether or not vitamins actually improve the 

topography of the skin.  

 

Adam beat over 300 other applicants to gain one of two 

places on offer for a Higher Level Apprenticeship. Adam 

will study Chemistry at the University of Liverpool, fully 

funded by Unilever, whilst undertaking his on the job 

training. With the apprenticeship Adam is guaranteed a 

job at the end of the four year apprenticeship as a 

Research and Development Chemist.  

 

Adam said “Without the UTC I would never have been 

able to work to closely with partners, one of which will 

now be my future employer. I was able to create my 

own project to work on, which made me stand out in my 

interview as they were so impressed with the work I had 

been doing.  

“I had never even thought about an apprenticeship, I 

had a different perception of apprenticeships when I 

first started at the UTC and never thought one would 

guarantee me a job as well as a degree from Liverpool 

University. I cannot wait to start in September!”  

 

Congratulations Adam! 

 

Life Sciences UTC represented at The Big Bang  

 

This term we had a stand at The Big Bang event, held at 

the ACC Exhibition Centre. The stand had lots of 

information about the school and had live science 

experiments for students to try out throughout the day.  

Prizes such as iTunes vouchers, cinema tickets and 

chocolates were awarded to the students who 

completed the challenge in the fastest time. Year 10 and 

12 students attended the event in the afternoon to have 

a look around some of the other stalls there.  

Thank you to all staff and students who helped out on 

the day. 

 

Life Sciences UTC Prize Giving Ceremony   

Year 13 students were invited to our annual prize giving 

ceremony on the 11th July. Each year we honour the 

characteristics celebrated by our business partners.  

Partners of the UTC including the Royal Liverpool 

Hospital, Pro-Lab Diagnostics and many more gathered 

with parents, 

students and staff 

for a celebratory 

evening.  

Students received 

awards for a variety 

of different 

achievements 

including 

Outstanding Achievement, Leadership and Compassion.  

The awards were presented by some of our partners and 

students received vouchers.  
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The award winners were: 

Pro-Lab Diagnostics Award for Initiative – Daniel McKay 

Pro-Lab Diagnostics Award for Motivation - Sun Mullin 

e-Health Cluster Award for Collaboration - Anna Mitchell 

Royal Liverpool Hospital Award for Compassion - Emma 

Kehoe 

VIP Maternity and Health Ltd Award for Commitment - 

Sophie Pendered 

Citrus Suite Award for Creativity - Cameron Cooke 

Professor Hornby Award for Curiosity - Robert Bousfield 

Phil Lloyd Award for Determination - Rose Meehan  

Royal Liverpool Hospital Award for Empathy - Georgina 

McLachlan 

Redx Pharma Award for Enterprise - Tom Garvey 

Professor Hornby Award for Imagination - Ellie 

Houghton 

Redx Pharma Award for Innovation - Adam Waggot 

NWCAHSN Award for Innovation - Jessica Shortland 

Allergan Award for Leadership - Charlie Dwan 

Professor Hornby Award for Passion - Melissa Knott 

Mast Award for Resilience - Verity Reid 

Getrag Award for Vision - Michael Armstrong 

University of Liverpool Award for Academic 

Achievement - Shannon Thompson 

University of Liverpool Award for Overall Contribution to 

the UTC - Gemma Donaldson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Life Sciences UTC hosts Northern School Trust CPD Day  

“At the heart of 

the Northern 

Schools Trust is a 

commitment to 

transform the 

lives of children 

and young people through education.”  

Teachers and support staff from Liverpool Life Sciences 

UTC, The Studio, North Liverpool Academy and The 

Kingsway Academy gathered together at the UTC for a 

Trust Continuing Professional Development Day.  

Throughout the course of the day, attendees 

participated in a variety of workshops and 

masterclasses, aimed at aiding personal wellbeing and 

enhancing teaching and learning techniques. 

In the sports hall we had a Trust badminton 

competition, in the classrooms teachers shared their 

learning techniques with teachers from different 

schools, in the mac suite Studio students showcased 

their PBL (Project Based Learning) work and in the 

cinema, Founder and Chief Executive, Nigel Ward, 

presented his ideas and plans to take the Trust forward 

in the future.  

The day as a whole was huge success. Teachers and 

support staff from across the Trust came together to 

share their knowledge and experiences of working in the 

Education Sector. 

 

 


